
Walker Notes (New docs), FOLDER # 8 

1. Walker to US ATT. General et al that the so-called sample of the bullet that 

came into his house was not the bullet that the HSCA represented in its 

hearings. 

2. Walker lawyer Dinsmore to Deputy AG 6/7/’1979 62-117290-1473 onthe 

matter of the false representation of the April 10, 1963 bullet. . . 

More of same. .. Walker letter to AG 2/12/’79 62-117290—1447(?) 

4. Walker to Senator Russell 1/21/1970 on the bullet misrepresentation ... 

5. Jevons to Conrad 4/1/’64 62-109060NR Notes Frazier’s WC testimony on 

3/31/’64 where one of the topics was the Walker bullet. . .Frazier holds to 

the FBI party line: That while the Walker bullet was mutilated “and lacked 

identity markings” it was found to bear markings ... .and similar to the 

ammo used in the Walker shooting. . . 

6. Item 50 (CE 573) is the alleged Walker bullet. . . (of course it is nothing of 

the sort). This is list of 53 items in JFK case that will permanently remain 

with the US Govt. (list was compiled/or approved by Rankin). Date on the 

yyGoc. is March 10, 1965 
{ £L | 

/ 7. With Walker request for the bullet held in evidence to be “returned” to 

WA Le Anim. Key here is that Walker marked the “slug” removed from his house 

we
 

and so did one of the cops who were on the scene..... Perfect reason for 

the Govt. not to return the slug in question.***** Key 

. Several docs. During 1966 relating to requests for access to some of the 

evidence.. .. By Mark Lane, for example and Walker is mentioned in one of 

the documents. . . 8B is more of same... 

. List of 53 items of evidence in JFK case “which should be retained 

permanently by the U.S. Govt.” (I think Rankin was most responsible for 

the list... .as to the idea and to the selection of items). 
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